2D NMR Analysis of the Effect of Asparagine Deamidation Versus Methionine Oxidation on the Structure, Stability, Aggregation, and Function of a Therapeutic Protein.
Two of the most common forms of chemical modifications that compromise the efficacy of therapeutic proteins are the deamidation of asparagine residues and oxidation of methionine residues. We probed how deamidation affects the structure, stability, aggregation, and function of interferon alpha-2a (IFNA2a), and compared with our earlier results on methionine oxidation. Upon deamidation, no significant changes were observed in the global secondary structure of IFNA2a with minor changes in its tertiary structure. However, deamidation destabilized the protein, and increased its propensity to aggregate under accelerated stress conditions. Cytopathic inhibition and antiproliferation assays showed drastic decrease in the functionality of deamidated IFNA2a compared to the wild-type. 2D NMR measurements showed structural changes in local protein regions, with no effect on the overall global structure of IFNA2a. These local protein regions corresponded well with the aggregation hot-spots predicted by computational programs, and the functional hot-spots identified by site-directed mutagenesis. When compared to the effects of methionine oxidation, deamidation caused lesser aggregation, because of lesser structural unfolding observed in aggregation hot-spots by 2D NMR. In comparison to oxidation, deamidation showed larger decrease in function, because deamidation affected key amino acid residues in functional hot-spots as observed by 2D NMR and structural modeling. Such quantitative comparison between the effects of deamidation and oxidation on a pharmaceutical protein has not been done before, and the high-resolution structural information on local protein regions obtained by 2D NMR provided a better insight compared to low-resolution methods that probe global protein structure.